September 1st Anniversary of Poland being liberated from the Red terror!

National Socialist Movement continues the fight against the illegal Mexican Red terror.

September 1st 1939 marked the anniversary date of the war against communism in Europe. On the same exact date 68 years later. Yet again the beacon that is National Socialism has shone into the darkness that is communistic and jewish treachary that presents itself under the guise of illegal immigration. On September 1st 2007 the National Socialist Movement gathered from all points of this nation in defiance of the illegal immigration problem that has plagued our nation and society.

Upon being bussed in by the City of Omaha, we proudly marched to the rally objective point. The rally went well, even considering the barricade perimeters that were in place. Those whom spoke out at the rally did really well and many key topics that surround the illegal immigration were touched upon. Our enemies were only a handful of about 20 majority non-whites. As for counter protesters and with such SA members tore up the Mexican flag to show the Nation to stand up and fight for their families and their country to let others see that we will not stand for acts of aggression towards this nation by foreign illegal filth. After we wrapped up the rally, at the dinner and concert a great time was had, many of us had travelled from far and wide and strengthened a lasting Camaraderie between us.

After the swastika’s were fastened into the earth, there was a hammer tossing contest that many participated in. By night fall everyone had their fill of food and Total War started to perform in middle of their sets the night sky was lightened up with the flames of the lighting of the swastika’s a most beautiful sight. Later that evening there was also a bonfire gathering. I want to thank those in the NE, IA, KS units of the NSM for organizing the rally and for all the hard work that was put forth to make both events happen. As a whole we can work together to achieve our aims and on that weekend we did and will continue to do so.
Albert Speer was born on the 19th March 1905 in Mannheim, Germany, he followed his father’s profession and studied to become one of Germany’s greatest architects. He grew up in the university town of beautiful Heidelberg although he preferred to a degree in mathematics he pleased his Father and studied architecture and completed his studies at the Institute of Technology at Berlin-Charlottenberg and became an assistant to Professor Heinrich Tessenow.

He soon fell in love and married Margarete Weber. In 1931 he joined the NSDAP and was soon offered a succession of commissions by the party. It was not long before he was noticed by the leader of the party, Adolf Hitler. They both had the same burning desire for architecture and became very good friends. However, he has no political ambitions only to do his job for the betterment of the German nation, and soon rose in the ranks of the inner circle.

Hitler demanded buildings that would stand the test of time and last for a thousand years and Albert Speer was the man to give him that. The real challenge was to come when he was asked to design the new Reich chancellery, he accepted. Hitler needed it within the next year and Speer agreed to it though he thought it impossible. He employed an army of men and supervised it from beginning to end. He then surprised Hitler by finishing it and having it ready in less than one year. It was a magnificent building and exceeded any of Hitler’s expectations.

He and Hitler were soon getting together and designing the new Berlin, a capital that was to be the finest in Europe. Work was to be completed in the early 1950s but was stopped by the war. When Dr Fritz Todt died in a plane crash Albert Speer took over his job of Reich Minister of Armaments and although he had never handled a weapon in his life, he became a very successful minister.

After Hitler’s death Speer was with Karl Doenitz when he was appointed the new German Fuehrer, a shortly afterwards was forced to an unconditional surrender. At the Nuremburg trials Speer pleaded guilty and was given 20 years imprisonment, Karl Doenitz was given 10. On his release in Albert Speer returned home to his family and lived out the rest of his life publishing his memoirs which he had secretly written while in prison. He died on the 2nd September 1981. He was a genius, a great architect and a man whose thoughts and deeds were for the betterment of the German people. His imprisonment was a crime done by those who wish the Aryan nations nothing but ill. Europe and the world lost a true National Socialist and citizen of the world. The next page is showing the work and abilities of this great and brilliant architect.
Albert Speer
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Pictures of the new Reich’s Chancellery built in under one year.

The Fuhrer’s Desk   The Entrance   Adding a balcony to an existing building

Building for a future and a thousand year Reich   GERMANIA   We can make it happen.
International Jewry conquest of World Domination.  
(From war torn Europe to the Iraq War)

In America and around the world Jews have censored historical accounts. It has been stamped into this nation's brain to ignore reality and truth surrounding the history of 1930-1940's. Photographs of supposed horrors displayed in a morbidly sickening fashion like a shrine or monument of the greatest international Jewish lie of the twentieth century. With the newly formed government by selected and self appointed people by the allied forces in post war Germany ripped Europe apart and had brought a nation to it's economic and social lives to it's knees. In the hopes of seeking and bringing the destruction to those who stood defiantly against the Communist and the Jews who conspired to not only destroy Europe but also Germany and the people in the name of Jewish interests. This sickness has tainted the political and military back drops. In the 1950's and 1960's in America pro-communist and backed groups like the ADL, N.A.A.C.P, C.O.R.E, and the ACLU have contributed to the social destruction of normality and of civilized society. These agitators and social degenerates have helped in the collapse of ethics, social and economic stability of this nation and continue to do so. Israel since its unholy conception upon the human race has been benefiting from all of this in the forms of financial and political. Many Jews that mask themselves as Americans also had helped in many ways to bring about the world perception based the lies of Jewry from writers to politicians. The United Nations of which was formed to defend Israel and Jews worldwide. Countries and people who oppose Israel militarily and politically are threatened by starvation, pulling of UN funding until those who do finally break down and give into the demands imposed by through the United Nations by the Jews. In present day the Jews using their deceptive techniques have completely fooled and hijacked the countries that who “supposedly liberated their species from an alleged holocaust”. In which the irony has been setting in meanwhile the U.S. Forces are not able to stop illegal hordes of Mexicans but are dictated by a foreign nation that imposes tyranny world wide that will suppress those who have the courage and strength to fight and take a stand. Jewish special interest worldwide has become the main focal point and the national self-determination is then suppressed for the Jewish interest for the political correctness international communist ideals of socialism and globalization that infects and decays every social aspect of natures law. We as must fight back for not only ourselves but for our nations to regain the courage and might for the strength to foster the future of Europe and America for our children's children future to exist.
The Viking Youth has a very important roll to play within the National Socialist Movement, it is our future. The youth of this great country who are taught of their European Heritage, history and their place in this world. They can join from the age of 14 and continue until they are 18, after that they will be have been prepared for, and help to achieve, a National Socialist America.

Through the expert guidance of our youth leaders and instructors our youth are taught to know their rightful place in this land. Their rich European history, languages from those lands, Genealogy and the customs of past generations, and carry them forward to future generations. They learn to respect their parents and become a model family and neighbourhood. All the everyday chores that make our race standout above all others. Cleaning trash on the streets and in our parks and roadsides. Recycling helping to keep our land eco friendly.

On joining they will abide by the Corps Oath and Code until it becomes an everyday part of their lives. Military type discipline and skills, Physical fitness training and lots of sports and a camaraderie free from any gang type elements. Challenging and physical tasks to boost their skills and self reliance. Our training offers our youth a step up to a future, and those that desire to become officers in the NSM.

They receive instruction and education in the National Socialist Theory and Practice.

Officer training in related NSM Fields:
Propaganda
Public Speaking
Unit Operations
Public Relations
Staff Operations
Education in the theories of Communism, Zionism, Capitalism, etc to ensure a more effective worrier against enemies of our race.

The Viking Youth is the child of the Hitler Youth which was such a boost for our forefathers. It is a chance to get out into our beautiful and blessed land, among the mountains, Valleys, Prairies, our coasts and rivers. From the great states of Texas to the rocky coast line and rolling mountains of Maine, From the cold Pacific northwest coast of Washington to the balmy seas of Florida. All an inheritance from our forefathers. The Viking Youth Corps instils a pride in our Land and ourselves. The responsibilities that were the Hitler Youth have been left for us to carry on.

"The boys bear aloft the swaying banners
The flags of the new era
They carry them proudly to victory,
No path is too steep or too far."
Pentagon Draft Denial Lacks Credibility

According to Breitbart News: “The Pentagon sharply rejected Monday a key general’s assertion that a return to the military draft has always been an option on the table and should be considered. ‘I can tell you emphatically that there is absolutely no consideration being given to re instituting the draft,’ said Bryan Whitman, a Pentagon spokesman. ‘The all-volunteer force has surpassed all expectations of its founders.’”

There’s a problem with that statement: IT ISN’T TRUE, and it’s not likely that this spokesman believes it either. Sounds like he’s just being a good soldier and following orders. A whole trainload of senior officers, both retired and active duty, as well as numerous politicians and commentators have characterized the United States Army as “broken” and “scraping the bottom of the barrel.”

The Pentagon has lowered enlistment standards until the lowest of criminal and drug-addicted felons can join. They recently dropped the demand for even a high school education or GED. A special recruiting program is now targeting high school dropouts as cannon fodder. Enlistment bonuses have been raised to as high as $45,000 for someone with a college degree—with no takers so far. Army recruiters are faking results, practically stalking high school seniors to fill their quotas. The Pentagon keeps using tricks to “meet” their quotas on paper. The Army is suffering from a critical “brain drain” as experienced NCOs and officers are leaving in droves, tired of the constant back-to-back deployments to a pointless war in Iraq that is already lost and should never have been fought in the first place.

The Breitbart article also notes “Lieutenant General Douglas Lute, a White House deputy national security adviser (sometimes referred to as Bush’s War Czar) discussed the draft in a radio interview Friday in which he said military leaders were right to be concerned about the impact of repeated deployments on military morale and readiness. Lute, who is in charge of coordinating the US war effort in Iraq, said the all-volunteer military is serving ‘exceedingly well’ and the administration has not decided it needs to be replaced with a draft. But he said, ‘I think it makes sense to certainly consider it, and I can tell you, this has always been an option on the table.’ ” Letting the cat out of the bag there, eh General? Look, anyone with more intelligence than a grape can see that there is simply no way that the United States can pacify Iraq and Afghanistan without at least a million troops on the ground. And relations with Muslims could get a lot worse if we launch a war on Iran.

The neocons are still plotting to bomb Iran, which would cost at least another hundred billion dollars, not to mention alienating Europe even more. Bombing Iran would stir up a hornet’s nest of opposition among the Shiites in Iraq. Bush seems to “think” Iran can be bombed into submission by a few jet flights off an aircraft carrier and a few cruise missiles hitting targets supplied by the same intelligence agencies, who can’t find Osama. The Iranians have had years to hide their nuclear equipment. Most likely the facility at Bushehr is vacant while mountain caves deep in Iran contain 100 percent of their nuclear program.

The exhausted and demoralized US forces in Iraq are on their last legs and everyone knows this but Bush. Many of these soldiers have suffered divorce and had their personal lives ruined. About 20 percent of troops subjected to repeated ambushes suffer post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Just because a soldier survives Iraq without losing a leg or arm, doesn’t mean he’s made it out intact. His mind could still be a casualty. The military is having a hard time replacing the many maimed soldiers among the 30,000 seriously wounded plus the 3,600 dead plus however many have been turned into mental cases. The military knows that not many people are going to reenlist to be shot at for little better than minimum wage. The Draft is getting to be more and more inevitable with each month the Iraq War goes on.
Our women folk are one of the main strengths that we have in the NSM. Their support and help is invaluable to our wellbeing and health. They are the Mothers of our future generation and the heart of the family. They support the family through the ups and downs of every day life. Were as the SS Mann and the Storm Trooper are the physical Body of the NSM, the women are the Heart.

NSM Outreach is one of the jewels in the NSM WOMEN’S DIVISION. A point of help for National Socialist Families that come upon hard times. We all know the injustices that are done to fellow NS supporters. The loss of jobs, the hate campaigns that are run by the Jewish media, some have their jobs outsourced to Mexico, China etc by a government who doesn’t care about the ordinary working man. OUTREACH is a program which reaches out to the deserving Aryans that need assistance. Outreach is able to provide assistance through charitable donations and the hard work of volunteers.

As they say in their webpage, They have the power to Make a substantial difference not only to themselves but to our whole race. If you know of any Aryan family that is need of assistance, please get in touch with the volunteers that work so hard and tirelessly. If you would like to help in the cause please contact the representative of the NSM Women’s Division.

If you have any Children and maternity clothes. Baby clothes, highchair, linens, Baby powder formula, baby food, diapers, baby furniture, buggies, etc. Any thing you can donate will be fully appreciated. Also there is a need for used NSM uniforms Shirts Brown and white, Pants, Boots, armbands, t-shirts, what every you can give.
A Quote from the Romans

To have peace prepare for war

Se Vis Pacem Para Bellum

Ian Stuart Donaldson. 8/11/57 - 9/24/93

We would like to spend a few lines remembering Ian Stuart of Screwdriver fame. 14 years ago this month Ian Stuart was killed in a car crash in Derbyshire, England. He and his band became closely linked with the white power skinhead subculture. He was responsible for forming Blood and Honour a nationalist network for distributing White. He did so much towards the National socialist cause. It was said that he was a white man right to the end.

See you in Valhalla Ian!

Sorry, poached swan's off: Calls for clampdown on river bandits from eastern Europe

There are few sights so serene as a swan sailing majestically along the Grand Union Canal. Except, that is, when it is being chased by a gang of hungry, knife-wielding Eastern Europeans.

Polish and Lithuanian immigrants have been seen trying to drag the 20lb birds away, while the remains of some have been found butchered on the towpath near Leighton Buzzard in Bedfordshire. Hundreds are believed to have disappeared from the area. Now, just in case the newcomers are unaware of the law protecting swans, members of Luton Angling Club have come up with a sign making it clear that they are not for human consumption. They hope British Waterways will erect it along the canal, along with similar notices featuring carp. The custom of feasting on roast swan died out in Britain a century ago and killing wild swans - which officially belong to the Queen - is now punishable by six months in jail and a £5,000 fine. Club official Joanne Edwards, 44, who patrols the canal regularly, described a number of tense confrontations with Poles and Lithuanians. "Every time I try to explain to them that they can't treat our waters as a larder they just pretend they don't understand," she said. "On one occasion there were four of them fishing and they'd already taken a fish without putting it back. "Then they got a swan round the neck and pulled it back up on to the bank and the four of them were fighting with it, but luckily it was strong enough to pull away."
Miss Edwards, 44, from Dunstable, added: "A few years ago there were lots of swans on every section of the canal. I recently patrolled a six-mile stretch and saw just two. They're virtually gone from quieter stretches. "Even the number of ducks seems to be less. It's dismal, and the police and Environment Agency don't seem to want to react." She added that the migrants had failed to grasp the concept of catching fish for sport and returning them to the water. "They think they can catch the fish for food, but the club leases the fishing rights on this stretch and our rules are clear that all fish caught must be put back. We first noticed the problem two or three years ago. Now the carp have nearly all gone. You're lucky to catch one at all in this canal."

Would it surprise you to learn that according to official Pentagon figures, at least 118 U.S. military personnel in Iraq have committed suicide since April 2003? That number does not include many unconfirmed reports, or those who served in the war and then killed themselves at home (a sizable, if uncharted, number).

While troops who have died in "hostile action" — and those gravely injured and rehabbing at Walter Reed and other hospitals — have gained much wider media attention in recent years, the suicides (about 3% of our overall Iraq death toll) remain in the shadows. For whatever reason, I have always found soldiers who take their own lives especially tragic, though some might argue the opposite. Since the beginning of the war, I have written numerous columns on self-inflicted deaths, from average grunts to Col. Ted Westhusing (angry about contractor abuses), Alyssa Peterson (appalled by interrogation techniques) and Linda Michel (denied medication after returning home). But generally, the suicides get very little local or national attention.
In Ireland One-third of new HIV cases are African

ALMOST a third of those diagnosed with HIV in Ireland last year were African - with the majority of victims now identified as non-nationals.

According to the Health Protection Surveillance Centre 2007 Report of the 337 people diagnosed with HIV, almost a third of cases came from African nations, making them the second largest group after Irish sufferers. The third largest were people from EU countries.

According to the Health Protection Surveillance Centre, the foreign nationals affected did not acquire HIV in Ireland, but appear to have arrived here already infected. The report said: "A total of 337 HIV infections newly diagnosed during 2006 were reported to the Health Protection Surveillance Centre. This compares to 318 diagnosed cases in 2005 and represents a 6 per cent increase."

"Of the 283 cases where the geographic origin (nationality) was known, 125 were born in Ireland and 109 were born in Sub-Saharan Africa. Data on the geographic origin is not available for 54 cases."

Although the number of new HIV cases increased overall on the previous year, the figures are five per cent lower than they were in 2004, when 356 new cases were recorded. During that period, 136 Irish people contracted HIV, 11 more than last year, which would indicate that HIV is in decline among Irish people.

Half of last year's HIV infections were caught through heterosexual activity.

There is a road to freedom. Its milestones are Obedience, Endeavor, Honesty, Order, Cleanliness, Sobriety, Truthfulness, Sacrifice, and love of the Fatherland.  

*Adolf Hitler.*
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